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BOXLIGHT Introduces the CP-730e and CP-740e 
New Feature-Packed Projectors Defines the Meaning of Versatility 

 
Poulsbo, WA (June 2, 2004)—BOXLIGHT, the first name in digital projectors, is proud to 
present the CP-730e and CP-740e - affordable, portable, feature-packed LCD projectors.   
 
Featuring true 1024 x 768 XGA resolution with compression up to 1600 x 1200 UXGA, 
500:1 contrast ratio and automatic ceiling detection, the CP-730e with 2200 lumens and 
the CP-740e with 2500 lumens are a great fit for any classroom, boardroom, and 
auditorium.   
 
Weighing 7 lb. (3.2 kg), these versatile units are perfect as traveling companions, or as           
cart-mobile or installation projectors.  Macintosh-compatible and with features such as 
digital keystone adjustment and manual zoom/focus, the CP-730e and CP-740e are easy 
to set up and makes adjusting the image size to coincide with the presentation room 
simple.  With automatic signal detection these projectors effortlessly works with most 
computer signals.    
 
At 27 dB of audible noise in economy mode, the presentation will never be upstaged by 
the hum of the fan.  The CP-730e and CP-740e includes multiple video inputs, DVI-I 
input, and monitor loop through functionality.  Plus, audiences will not miss important 
points when a portion of the image is digitally enlarged with digital zoom, or when your 
presentation is enhanced with the Picture in Picture capability.   
 
The CP-730e and CP-740e come with a two-year parts and labor warranty and includes a 
remote control, power cord, multiple computer and video cables, lens cap and user’s 
manual.  Leasing options are available. 
 
BOXLIGHT is the first name in digital projectors with more experience than anyone in the 
industry.  Selling the most comprehensive selection of display and projection technology 
under its own brand of BOXLIGHT, the company offers the most innovative and high-
quality products.  
 
With dedicated sales divisions for a number of specialized industries including education 
and government, the company’s knowledgeable sales force is always available to help 
presenters find the unit that best fits their needs.  BOXLIGHT couples the best projection 
products available with unrivaled customer support including 24/7 free lifetime technical 



support.  BOXLIGHT offers a 15-day money back guarantee, 2-year parts and labor 
warranty and a 120-day or 500-hour (whichever comes first) lamp guarantee.   
 
Founded in 1985, BOXLIGHT operations have expanded to encompass sales worldwide.  
The company also offers a convenient Web-based leasing program with low monthly 
payments, flexible terms and purchase options. 
 
Projector specifications, photographs, prices and additional information regarding 
BOXLIGHT products and services are available on-line at www.boxlight.com or by calling 
(800)762-5757 (USA) or +1(360)779-7901 (International). 
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